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About This Game

MANIFEST 99 is an ominous and eerie story about finding redemption in the afterlife. Set on a mysterious train inhabited by a
murder of crows, you assist four travel companions on a journey to their final destination. This virtual reality experience is
played without a controller: you gaze into the eyes of crows to move to their perch, viewing the world from their scale and
perspective. Look into the eyes of your travel companions and uncover the reason why they – and you – are on this train

traveling into the great beyond.

Features:
– A rich world rendered in a striking, painterly visual style

– No controller required, best experienced sitting or standing
– Move around by gazing into the eyes of crows

– Discover items to learn more about your travel companions

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Manifest 99
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Flight School Studio
Publisher:
Project Flight School Inc
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970 / AMD 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: HDMI 1.4 / DisplayPort 1.2

English
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Manifest 99 isnt really much of a game as its much more of an interactive experience and therefore i'll refer to the storepages
description as it sums it up well without spoling too much.

It took me 0.4 hours to finish it and besides of interacting with a few different characters and things scattered around theres
really not much to do in Manifest 99 execept to behold the visually appealing spectacle. For that reason gameplay is pretty much
non existant but as i previously said this is more an experienece than a game.

I bought the game at full price at 4,79\u20ac and personally think its overpriced for what you get so i believe for most people
pondering about buying it, getting it at atleast a 50% discount would make the most sense. I did shortly contemplate on
requesting a refund just for the sake of buying it later on a reduced price but frankly i doesnt really mind supporting devs who
tries to make some original works and in this case visually they really succeeded.

Played on a HTC Vive

Gameplay 2\/10
Graphics\/Style 8.5\/10
Sound 8\/10
Price 3\/10

Overall though i think Manifest 99 piqued my interest but at the same time it would have been nice with a more fleshed out
product than what is essentially a demo length game\/interactive cartoon experience.

5.5\/10. I teared up.
Not a game, but an experience.. I was not interested in this "game" from the first minute till the end 20mn later.

There is really nothing to appart from looking in the eyes of animal like humans.... Althogh it is short, it is a grand experience.
The musical score is amazing. Not a word is said through the game, but we get to see so much through the body language of
these characters.. A pretentious 20~30 minute VR movie that has a decent minimilstic art style and uninvolved story.
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I would like to write a good and informative review about Manifest 99, but after experiencing this masterpiece I'm somewhat
speechless and there seems to be something in my eye...

Anyways (no spoilers):
You're riding on a train through a surreal world, changing your position by staring into the eyes of crows. Therefore everything
around you appears rather large. You learn something about each passenger in very nice theater sections.
For the best experience I highly recommend not to watch any gameplay videos before.

I really hope that the developers are going to make more such experiences.

- No controllers needed
- Nice visuals and story
- No stress or pressure
- Gloomy atmosphere (some people might get a bit uncomfortable)
- Needed time about 20-30min.. Was a nice experience. The visuals and music worked well together to tell a compelling short
story about redemption.. Some people might be turned off by the amount of full front nudity, but I found it was tastefully done..
Sweet, surreal story. The experience is very short but it is high-quality and well worth the price. My favorite part was travelling
by train through dreamy landscapes.. My lenses almost got wet.. :'( That was beautiful.. An emotional story with an unexpected
twist. I ejoyed it immensely.. Its obvious the creators really cared about this product. Quality is top notch, graphics and sound
are great. Really awesome experience with a cool storyline. Its short, but its worth the 6.00 dollars i paid for it. I will definitly
share it with my kiddos.. Well made visually but I did not really connect to the story in any way. Id say its ok for the price.
Probably my gf who works with theatre will like it!. I would like to write a good and informative review about Manifest 99, but
after experiencing this masterpiece I'm somewhat speechless and there seems to be something in my eye...

Anyways (no spoilers):
You're riding on a train through a surreal world, changing your position by staring into the eyes of crows. Therefore everything
around you appears rather large. You learn something about each passenger in very nice theater sections.
For the best experience I highly recommend not to watch any gameplay videos before.

I really hope that the developers are going to make more such experiences.

- No controllers needed
- Nice visuals and story
- No stress or pressure
- Gloomy atmosphere (some people might get a bit uncomfortable)
- Needed time about 20-30min.. about 20 minutes long, its alright, probably get it on sale
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